
Return Quiz 11 (Page 09)

Check answers to the Potential and Kinetic Energy Application and 

answer the question: what units must mass, height and velocity be in when 

calculating kinetic and potential energy?
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Practice problems:

1. 20 * 14 * 9.8 = 

2,744 J

2. 1120 * 40 * 40 * 0.5 

= 896,000 J

3. 20 x 0.1000 x 9.8 = 

19.6 J

4. 0.5 * 10 * 9.8 = 

49 J

5. 10 * 10 * 7 * 0.5 = 

350 J

6. ME = 1800 J

7. KE = 1200 J

PE (J) KE  (J)

9.8 0.25

7.35 1.89

6.13 5.64

8.58 3.06

9.31 0.56
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Warm up: Do stationary object have a force?

Working with a partner, complete the following steps

1. Answer the question: do  stationary objects 

have force?

2. Copy the table on the right

3. Get four text textbooks from the front of the 

class room.

4. While standing, have one partner hold one 

textbook, then two, then three, then all four 

textbooks

5. After holding the textbooks determine the 

relative amount of downward force applied by 

different number of textbooks – record this in 

the table

6. After completing the data table, graph the 

results, use mass as the IV and rank as the 

DV.
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Stationary objects and force

Object(s) Force estimate

(1=least, 4=most)

1 book

2 books

3 books

4 books
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Learning goal: How potential and kinetic energy are related through the 

transformation of energy.

Learning scale:

Student’s self-evaluation: Complete at home or at the end of class, use the   

4-3-2-1 Learning scale (two to three sentences).

Homework: Complete force graphs

1 2 3 4

Know the law of 
conservation of 

matter and the law 
of conservation of 

energy

Explain how the 
law of conservation 
of energy applies to 
transfer of energy 

between forms

Apply the law of 
conservation when 

calculating the initial 
versus final energy of a 
system, accounting for 
potential differences 

through transformation.

Apply data and further 
concepts of scientific 

research to show 
efficiency in energy 

conversions.
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Force: An object with strength or energy has force

Stationary objects have potential energy and force.

Gravity pulls objects down at all times.  An object’s mass times the 

downward acceleration of gravity equals the resting object’s force.  

Objects are at rest when forces acting on them are equalA
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Gravity is pulling the object down, the downward 

force is the books’ mass time 9.8 m/s2

The normal force is force of the table pushing back 

on the book
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Force: An object with strength or energy has force

Objects are set in motion when an unbalanced force acts on them
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Gravity

The normal force
Unbalanced force
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Force: An object with strength or energy has force

The force of an object at rest or in motion can be calculated using the 

equation in motion is  be calculated using the equation

Force = Mass x Acceleration 

Calculate the forces described in each system below
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1. Two 2 kg 

books impart 

what force on 

the table?

2. A 200 g softball, 

accelerating at 34 

m/s has how much 

force?

3. A bridge was built to hold 20 

cars, each with a mass of 2,500 

kg.  How much force was the 

bridge built to withstand?
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1. Force = 

39.2 Newtons

2. Force = 6.8 

Newtons

3. Force = 490,000

Force: An object with strength or energy has force

The force of an object at rest or in motion can be calculated using the 

equation in motion is  be calculated using the equation

Force = Mass x Acceleration 

Calculate the forces described in each system below
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Force: An object with strength or energy has 

force

Assignment: Each group of two students will 

design and construct a 30 cm tall tower that can 

withstand a the downward force applied by a 

minimum of mass of 4.54 kg (10 lbs.).  Groups 

will have a maximum of 10 popsicle sticks and 

one box of toothpicks to build with. (The glue 

cannot be visible when dry.)  

Procedure:

1. Research: each group must design a tower.  

2. Construction: Groups must complete 

construction of the tower on block day.  

3. Testing: Groups will test the towers on 

Thursday. (No Thursday construction.)

4. Extra credit: Groups will receive 5 points 

extra credit if the tower supports 7.94 kg 

(17.5 lbs.)

4.54 

kg

30 

cm


